Term Dates for 2019/20
Start

End

Half-Term

2nd Sept

19th Dec

21st to 25th Oct

Start

End

Half-Term

6th Jan

3rd April

17th to 21st Feb

Start

End

Half-Term

20th April

21st July

25th May to 29th
May

Outdoor Activities

Our students visited the Welsh Harp for kayaking,
canoeing and dragon boating. We were taught how to
launch safely and to paddle forwards and backwards in
the kayak. The instructors teamed up against the students
to play kayak football and as a result many of the students
capsized in the excitement. On the dragon boat students
had to work together to navigate the length of the
reservoir, and were rewarded with a magnificent view of
Wembley Stadium.
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Articulate

By JS

By EH

By SHL

This month the
students made
keychains in
Articulate.
Students designed
a stencil and used
it to cut out two
pieces of felt.
Students then
decorated the two
pieces and sewed
them together
using hand
stitching. A small
hole was left so the
stuffing could be
pushed into the
middle of the
keyring and then
the hole was
sewed shut. Pieces
of ribbon were
sewn to the inside
so that the
keyrings could be
attached. As a
finishing touch,
final decorations
were added with
sequins and fabric
glue.

A gift from
J. K. Rowling
to Northgate
School
As part of our initiative to support and encourage literacy, our
students came up with the idea of emailing the children’s author J. K. Rowling to see if she could send us some Harry Potter
books. The students wrote a piece of extended writing in the
form of a letter to send. The school sent the letter on the students’ behalf to Ms. Rowling’s office, who very kindly sent us
two or three copies of all seven Harry Potter books. We were
very pleased and would like to thank J. K. Rowling’s office staff
for sending us the books for the school. The Harry Potter series
is 1,084,170 words in total, so we have lots to read!

Screaming Jelly Babies
Our students
completed a
chemistry
experiment that
involved putting
a jelly baby into
molten
potassium
chlorate. The
spectacular
reaction shows
the oxidation of
the sugar in
the jelly baby.

Pen on Paper
Initials carved on the belly of a desk.
A Scribbled note, ‘Gone out for flour, back soon x’.
Love letters, sent thousands of miles across the globe.
A tick or a cross makes a schoolchild laugh or cry.
Signatures on endless forms.
A best-selling novel started out as nothing more
Than pen on paper.
Reminders scrawled on a busy hand.
To-do lists left for the dog to eat.
Spelling errors made on hours of homework.
Questionnaires on road quality.
A shopping list on the back of a used envelope.
Ball point rolls across the sheet, delivering new ink
to blank paper.
Everywhere we go, scribbles are scribbled, boxes are
ticked, poetry written and envelopes licked.
Our pen on paper leaves a mark,
A trail of where we have been.
Poem by JK

